Applications

Excellent Helper for Photographers
Create stunning fashion infused images with even soft lighting effect.

Related Accessories

Note: The accessories mentioned in this Manual are only served as demonstration of the ring light installation. Different ring light models should be matched with different accessories. Please check the PACKAGE CONTENTS on the listing page before ordering and purchase other proper accessories separately if you need.

Installation Guide

1. Installation of Light Stand
   P1: Place the ball head on the ring light cold shoe female base and screw it tightly.
   P2: Put the smart phone in place.
   P3: Align the 1/4" thread hole at the bottom of phone holder with the 1/4" screw on the ball head and screw them tightly.
   P4: Turn on the remote controller as well as the phone Bluetooth, then find "A8 Shutter 3" in Bluetooth interface.

2. Installation of Soft Tube
   P1: Loosen the screw at the end of the soft tube, attach it to the top of light stand and tighten the screw again.
   P2: Loosen the screw at the bottom of the ring light base, attach the ring light to the soft tube, and tighten the screw again to secure the ring light.
   P3: To achieve different photography effects, soft tube can be bent over to some degree to help you freely adjust the angle of the ring light.

3. Installation of Color Filter
   P1: First, mount the color filter at the bottom of the ring light (The unique filter)
   P2: Then, mount the other three color filter in order.
   P3: Display Effect of Color Filters.

P5: Loosen the screw on the middle pole, extend the light stand to the height you want.
P6: Tighten the screws again.